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Abstract: A tele-operated robot should be used to maintain and inspect nuclear power plants to reduce the radiation exposure to
the human operators. During an overhaul of the nuclear power plants in Korea, a ROV(Remotely Operated Vehicle) may enter a 
cold-leg connected to the reactor to examine the state of the thermal sleeve and it's position in the safety injection nozzle. To
measure the positions of the thermal sleeve or scratches from the video images captured during the examination, the camera
parameters should be identified. However, the focal length of the CCD camera could be increased to a close up of the target and the
aspect ratio and the center of the image could also be varied with capturing devices. So, it is desired to self-calibrated the intrinsic
parameters of the camera and capturing device with the video images captured during the examination. In the video image of the
safety injection nozzle, two or more circular grooves around the nozzle are shown as ellipse contours. In this paper, we propose a 
camera self-calibration method using a single image containing two circular grooves which are the greatest circles of the
cylindrical nozzle whose radius and distance are known. 
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Nuclear power plants provide more than 40% of the electric
energy consumed in Korea. To cool down the reactor’s
temperature during the shutdown of the pressurized water
reactor in the Korea standard nuclear power plants, cooling
water is injected through the safety injection nozzle into the
cold leg of the primary loop. Thermal sleeves are attached
inside the cylindrical safety injection nozzle to reduce the
thermal shock of the cooling water to the weld zone of the
safety injection nozzle. 

During an overhaul of the nuclear power plants, a ROV
may enter the cold leg to examine the state of the thermal
sleeve and its attached position as shown in Fig. 1. It is 
necessary to measure the positions of the thermal sleeve and
scratches inside the safety injection nozzle from the video
images captured during the examination.

In order to measure the features accurately, a camera
calibration should be performed and the internal camera
parameters, such as the focal length and center of the image.

However, the focal length of the CCD camera could be
increased to a close up of the target objects and the center of
the image could be varied with capturing devices. 

So, the intrinsic parameters of a camera and a capturing
device should be self-calibrated with the video image captured
during the examination. In the video image of a safety
injection nozzle, feature points having known coordinates
which provide camera calibration input data are not observed, 
but two or more circular grooves around the circumferential 
direction of the nozzle are observed as ellipse contours as
shown in Fig. 2 and the geometric information of such grooves 
can be obtained from the design drawings. 

Fig. 1 Examination of the SI nozzle using a ROV.

In this paper, we propose a camera self-calibration method 
using the images of two circular grooves which are the
greatest circles of the cylinder whose radius and distance are
known. Simulation works are conducted to confirm that the 
original intrinsic and extrinsic parameters are retrieved with
the implemented codes and the results have some robustness 
to noise. Experimental results show that the distances of the
measuring points to a reference point could be retrieved with
the measuring error of a 1mm order of magnitude. 

Fig. 2 Captured video image of the SI nozzle.
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2. PRELIMINARIES Vanishing point, v  which is the image of the point at
infinity along to the X3-axis also satisfies the following
equations because the vanishing point has a pole-polar 
relationship [1] with the images of the circular point, z1,z2.

In this paper, we model the capturing process of a CCD
camera and a capturing device as the following pinhole 
camera model:
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So, from Eqs. (6) and (7), we can retrieve the four 
parameters, f1, f2, c1, c2 that are included in the internal
parameter matrix K if we can identify the images of the

circular points z1,z2 and the vanishing point v .
The previous works on camera calibration methods using 

elliptic images [5,6] have usually been based on the multiple
circles on the same plane or the multiple circles on the
multiple planes having different normal directions. However
the two planes we can conceive within the safety injection
nozzle are not the same planes and have the same normal
direction.

where is a world point in the

homogeneous coordinates, is the projected

image point of X in the homogeneous coordinates, and s is a
scale factor. The matrix K is the internal parameter matrix
containing the focal length f

TXXXX ],,,[ 4321X

Txx ]1,,[ 21x

1, f2 and the camera center
coordinates c1, c2. The matrix R is the rotation matrix and the
vector t is the translation vector between the world coordinates
and the image coordinates. 

A similar work [4] has been conducted with the upper circle
and the bottom circle of a beverage can or a cylindrical cup
and the most part of their results could be applicable to our
problem. In their works, the left and right-side outliners
connecting the upper circle and the bottom circle should be 
observed in the image in order to identify the vanishing point 

v  as shown in Fig. 4(a). However such real images of the
outliners could not be observed inside cylindrical pipes as 
shown in Fig. 4(b). 

As shown in Fig. 3, the greatest circles C1 and C2 in a pipe 
are projected to two ellipses e1 and e2 in the image plane. We
assume that the radii of the circles are known and are the same 

radius r. The planes 1 and 2 where each circle is located are
parallel to each other and the distance between the planes are
known and denoted by d. 
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Fig.3 Image formation of the circular grooves. 
Fig. 4 Two ellipse images in a cylinder.

The circles C1 and C2 can be represented in the
homogeneous coordinates by the following. Based on previous reviews, we propose a method for

identifying the vanishing point and completing the camera 
calibration process using two elliptical images inside a
cylinder.
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The absolute conic  consists of the imaginary points
satisfying the following equation. 3. PROPOSED CAMERA CALIBRATION 
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The absolute conic is a crucial key in a camera calibration

because its image consists of the imaginary points satisfying
the following equation which contains only the intrinsic
parameter matrix K.

The line at infinity on the finite planes normal to the

X3-axis, denoted by L , consists of the points satisfying X3 = 
X4= 0 and corresponds to the horizontal line or skyline in the
plane physically.

The following form represents any circle C on the planes
normal to the X3-axis.
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The circular points Z1 and Z2 with respect to the plane
normal to the X3-axis are defined as follows: 0
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)0,0,,1(),,,( 4321 iXXXX ,                     (5) Thus the circular points, Z1 and Z2 are the intersection

points of the circle C and the line at infinity L .  So, the
circles C1 and C2 intersect with each other at the circular
points, Z1, Z2, and the elliptical images of the circles, e1,e2 also
intersect with each other at the images of the circular points
z1,z2 on the image plane. 

where i is the imaginary number satisfying .12i
The circular points of the plane are the intersection points

of the plane normal to the X3-axis and the absolute conic, and
these are a pair of complex conjugate points. 

Thus the images z1,z2 of the circular points Z1 and Z2 are

also located on the image of the absolute conic, , as follows: Because the circular points Z1,Z2 are a complex conjugate
pair, the images of the circular points z1,z2 are also a complex
conjugate pair and are not real points, and can not be observed
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in a real image. In general, because an ellipse has a quadratic
form representation in image coordinates, the number of the
intersection points of the two ellipses is four, and these
intersection points are four real points, or two real points and a
pair of complex conjugate points, or two pairs of complex
conjugate points. 

In our case of the image from inside the pipes, four real 
intersection points couldn’t be found. In the case when only a 
pair of complex conjugate intersection points is found, the 
points are just the images of the circular points. But when two
pairs of complex conjugate intersection points are found, the
two pairs are the images of the circular points corresponding 
to two planes having two different normal directions. So, it is
necessary to differentiate which one of the two pairs of
complex conjugate intersection points corresponds to the real
configuration and we will address this problem later in this
paper.

3.2 Identification of the vanishing point 

Fig. 5 shows a cylinder consisting of two circles C1, C2 and

the images of the cylinder. Vanishing line l  is the image of

the line at infinity L of the plane normal to the X3-axis. If the
images of the circular points z1,z2 are identified, the vanishing

line l  could also be identified because the vanishing line l  is 
the line intersecting the two points z1,z2.
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Fig. 5 Cylinder and its image. 

In Fig. 5(b), the point p is an arbitrary point on the

vanishing line l .  Let e1, e2 be the 3x3 matrix representations
of the ellipse images e1, e2. With the point p as a pole, we can
obtain the polar line l1 (=e1p) with respect to the ellipse e1 and

the line l2 (=e2p) is the polar line of the point p with respect to
the ellipse e2. The points a1 and b1 are the intersection points
of the ellipse e1 and the line l1, and the points a2 and b2 are the
intersection points of the ellipse e2 and the line l2. The

vanishing point v can be obtained by the intersection point of

the lines 
21aa and

21bb .

The images of the center points of the circles, o1 and o2 can
also be obtained using the pole-polar relationship as follows: 
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3.3 Identification of camera parameters

As mentioned above, the internal camera parameters can be
retrieved with the solution of Eqs. (6) and (7) if the circular 
points are identified. The remaining calibration process for
identifying the external camera parameters, such as the
rotation and translation between the world coordinates and the
camera coordinates is similar to other works, and the detailed
process and explanation can be found in the reference [4].

4. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Simulation

To verify the calibration algorithm we proposed, a
simulation is performed with artificial images generated by
given calibration parameters. 

Fig. 6 (a) and (c) show the generated ellipse points and Fig. 
6(b) and (d) show the retrieved vanishing points and the
ellipse centers corresponding to the generated ellipse points of
Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(c) respectively. In Fig.6 (c), 1% random
noises are added to the radius of the circles C1 and C2.

As shown in Fig. 6(b) and (d), two sets of vanishing points
are obtained corresponding to two sets of circular points
respectively.

(a) Generated ellipses(noise=0.0) (c) Generated ellipses(noise=0.01)

(b) Calibration Result (noise=0.0) (d) Calibration Result (noise=0.01)

Fig. 6 Simulation results. 

Table 1 shows the retrieved calibration parameters in the
cases of the no noise and 1% noisy radius circles. Between 
two sets of calibration parameters, we can determine the real
parameter set by using the calculated radius because we 
assume that the real radius value is known. 

In Table 1, the results of #1 and #2 are the right results 
because their radiuses approximate the given radius value
200mm. The results of #1* and #2* are the other camera 
parameter sets having the same elliptical images.

Thus we can differentiate the right camera calibration
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parameters by the radius value though one set is selected as a
real set in some heuristic manner in the reference [4].

Table 1 Simulation results. 
Given
value

Result
#1

Result
#1*

Result
#2

Result
#2*

f1 250.00 250.00 70.414 240.62 71.597focal
length
(mm-1) f2 200.00 200.00 50.204 192.40 57.223

c1 320.00 320.00 347.88 321.99 347.20Image
center
(pixel) c2 240.00 240.00 211.48 238.86 211.23

R1 10.00 10.00 -6.66 10.14 -7.03

R2 5.00 4.999 14.664 4.719 14.958

rotation
angle
(deg)

R3 5.00 88.037 90.889 88.011 90.854

t1 100.00 99.999 -69.66 99.894 -63.52

t2 -50.00 -50.00 -83.85 -48.18 -83.51
translation
(mm)

t3 500.00 499.99 556.71 500.14 556.49

Radius
(mm)

R 200.00 199.99 749.83 207.98 735.77

4.2 Experiments

We manufactured an experimental pipe setup with several 
numbers of circles whose distances between them and radius
are known inside the pipe. 

We used a SONY FCB-EX480 CCD camera with a 
motorized zoom lens and recorded the experimental video
image with a digital video recorder in an AVI format and
captured the image file in the motion file with a commercial
editing software. 

The captured images had some nonlinear lens distortions
that were not modeled in our method and we recovered the 
distortion of the images with a pre-process using Tsai
calibration algorithm. Fig. 7 shows the image of the
calibration block we used in the experiment. 

Fig.7 Calibration block image

Fig. 8 shows the captured image of the inside of the
experimental pipe. We obtained the calibration parameters,
and calculated the distance between the reference circle C1 and
the other circles to validate the proposed method. The real and

the retrieved distances between the points a,b,c,d and the
circle C1 are provided in Table 2. 

As shown in Table 2, the distance errors are less than 2mm
and it shows that the proposed method is valid. 

Fig.8 Captured image of the inside of the experimental pipe 

Table 2 Distances between the points and the circle C1

Point a Point b Point c Point d 

Real
(mm)

100.0 100.0 140.0 160.0

Calculated
(mm)

99.57 98.44 138.04 159.08

2. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we proposed a camera self-calibration method 
by using two ellipse contours from inside pipe. It is shown that 
the method is valid by the simulations and experimental 
results.

The method will be used to measure the positions of the 
thermal sleeve and scratches from the video images of the 
safety injection nozzle that are captured by a ROV inside the
nuclear reactors in Korea. 

It will also be used to perform a visual inspection and a 
measurement of the defects, and the localization of a pipe
inspection robot inside pipes. 
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